
GASES

(18)

(1‘9)

EQUATIONS TO DO THE
. -NUMER|CAL PROBLEMS

(PV = K P1V1 = P2V2
_

,(Boyleslaw)

¥ = K
"

¥—: = ¥—:
‘

(Charles’s law)

K = C° + 273.16 '

0° = 5/9 [F—32]
F° = 9/5 [°C] +32

_A

V:= (V (1 + 2%) (Charles's law) I

PV = nRT (General gas equation for n-moles of an ideal gas)
PV= RT (General gas equation for one mole of an ideal gas)
P V P V#71= .122. (General gas equation)-

PM
- d = RT (General gas equation to calculate the density of an ideal gas)
PI = pA+ Pa + pc (Dalton's law of partIal pressures)
PA: XAPlI Pa = XBPI. Pa = XcPt 0T Pi = XIPI

I d . .

'

g =
.

d_12 (Graham’s law of diffusion in terms of densmes of gases)

tr; 2 \l it‘ll-I" (Graham's law of dIfoSIon In terms of molar mass of gases)

PV = % mNEz (kinetic equation of gases)

__ ”1012 + n2C22 + “3032 + ............ + n" c2" I

.c2 = (Mean square veIOCIty)
n1 + n2 + n3 + ...... + rIn

.
'

2
'

2 2 g 2
Root mean -

C
_ _

“101 + r1202 + n3C3 + ............+ nnC n square
""“5' n + n2 + n3+ ...... + nn

‘ 'VGIOCW
of a gas

(3RT .
'

,

'

'cr.m.s. = “M—
_

(Root mean square velocity of a gas related with

temperature and molar mass of a gas) ,

‘

RT. = z
L

(Compressibility factor)
-
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(20) (P + '33) (V - b) a RT (Van derWaal’s equation for one mole of a real gas)

(21)", (PJC_g) (V— nb)= nRT (Van derWaal’s equation forn moles of a real gas)

METHODS TO SOLVEVARIOUSNUMERICAL PROBLEMS
(1) If temperature and number of moles of an ideal gas are constant, the following

' '

equation is applied. It is deduced from BOyle's law

,
P1V1 = P2V2

_

.
g

'

(2) When the pressure and number of moles of an ideal gas are constant, then the
‘

following equation is applied-" is deduced from Charles's law

b _ y;
T1 - T2

_

(3) If we want to' calculate the volume of a gas at any temperature at constant
pressure and number of moles, then following relationship is giVen by Charles

, T
VT = Va (1 +5.5)

V0 is the volume of that gas at 0°C.
(4) If none of the parametersIs constant to solve the numericals of a gas, then we use

. P_1V1 _
_P_2V2

T—I _ T2
(5) in order to calculate the value of general gas constant “R”, we use the Avogadro‘ s -

7

law, Boyle'3 law and Charles's law
PV

=nT '

(6) In order to calculate the number of moles of an ideal gas, we should know the P, V
’ ' and T along with the suitable values of general gas constant R.

_PV
:RT .

(7) If we want to calculate the number of molecules of gas then multiply the number of
moles with NA. The number of moles are calculated from point (6) given above.

(8) To determine the density of a gas, use the following relationship

d = RT
, (Bahawalpur 2008)

Be carefulIn selecting the units of P and M.

(a) IfMIs in 9 mole“, PIs in atm and R_Is in 0.0821 dm3 atm K‘1 mol‘l, then ‘d'

comes out to beIn 9 dm‘3.
(b) If M= kg mol", P=Nm’2 and R: 8.3143 JK‘1 mol 1 thend"comes out to

b'eIn kg m'3.
(9) ' To determine themass of the given gas, use the folloWing relationship

PVM
m = RT

_

- -

(10) Tovcalculate the partial pressure of a gas, multiply the mole fraction with a total
pressure of the mixture

pi : Xi Pt
The mole fraction of a gas is ratio of number of moles of that gas to total number of

.

moles of mixtures
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(11) To get the pressure of the dry gas, subtract the aqueous tension from the moist

gas -

I

Pdry = Pmoisl — P(aq tension)

_
Aqueous tensionIs the pressure of vapours of water at a given temperature.

(12) The comparison of rate of diffusion of gases can be done by knowing the densities
of gasesager2- d1

or, we should know the molar masses of gases.
E. M;
.r2_-M1

(13) To calculate the root mean square velocity, we shoUld know the temperature and
molar mass of the gas

_3RT
Cr.m.s. = V

(14) If we know the Van der Waal's constants'a' and ”b" and the gas is non-ideal, the
, following relationshipIs used to calculate the pressureof a real gase

(mp-(27-3—)(v nb)=nRT.
DEFINITIONS

(May be used in short questions with examples)
(1) ~ Absolutescale of temperature: (D.G. Khan 2014)

~ It is that temperature scale which starts from —273. 16°C as zero. This is also
called KelVin scale of temperature. For example OK'Is 273.16°C and 100 K'Is373.16°C.
(2) Absolutezero: , (GujranwaIa-2006, Multan 2014, B. Pur 2014)

' -|t'Is hypothetical temperature at which the volumes of all the gases become zer‘o.

Its value is —273.16°C. This temperature can never be achieved. It is theoretically achieved
' value by Charles'5 law.
(3) Aqueous tension:

The pressure of vapours of water at a particular temperature is called aqueous
tension. Water vapours are always present'In the air and exert pressure.
(4) . Avogadro’s law: (Federal Board 2013, Lahore 2014)

Equal volumes of all the gases at same temperature and pressure contain equal
- number of molecules. 10 mL of H2. 02, CH, separately at 0°C and 1 atm pressure contain
equal number of molecules of each gas in their vessels. .

(5)
y .

Boyle’s law: .
_

(Guj. 2013, Lahore 2014)
.

The volume of given amount of a gas is inversely proportional to the pressUre of
the gas at a constant temperature. Mathematically PV= K or P1V1— P2V2 at const. T and

_

number of moles.
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(6)
‘

Charles’s law: (Lahore 2014, 0.6. Khan 2014, Sahiwal 2014),
The volume of the given amount of a gas is directly proportional to the absolute

'
,

.
. - V V V2

temperature of the gas, at constant pressure. Mathematically=KorT:‘ T2at constantP
and number of moles;

_ .

-‘

(7)
_

'Critical pressure: ' .' (Sarg. 2010, 0.6. Khan 2014)
it is the minimum pressUre which is required to liquefy a gas at its critical

temperature. It is different for different gases and is denoted by PC.
.

- (8) Critical temperature: ‘ (Sarg. 2010, 0.6. Khan 2014,pr. 2014)
The temperature of a gas above which a'gas cannot be liquefied, no matter how

great the pressure is applied is called critical temperature. it"IS different for different gases
andIs denoted by Tc.

(9) Critical volume: " ‘ (pr. 2014)
' The volume which isoccupied by one mole'of a gas at critical temperature and

_

critical pressure is called critical volume itIs different for different gases andIs denoted by

V0
(10) Dalton’ 5 law of partial pressure: (Bahawalpur 2011)

Total pressure of mixtures of ideal gases is equal to the sum of individual partial
pressures at a given temperature. 80 P,= PN2 + P02 + PomrsIn the air.

(11) Diffusion: (Faisalabad 2013, B. Pure 2013, Sarg. 2014, B. Pur 2014)
The Spontaneous mixing of the molecules of different gases by random motion and '

" collision to form homogeneous mixture'is called diffusion. The gases of balloon diffuse"In air
after its burst. v.

_

(12) . Effusion: .

'

(Faisalabad 2013, B. PUre2013, Sarg; 2014, B. Pur2014)
' ' The passage of gas molecules one by one without collision through a pinhole in a
container into an evacuated space is called effusion.
(13) Gas laws:

,
' Gas laws are the relationships between the volume of the given amount of the gas
and prevailing conditions of temperature and pressure. Boyle's iaw, Charles’s law and
pressure temperaturelaw are gas laWs.

I

(14) ' Graham's law of diffusion:
'

' ' (Bahawalpur2008)
(i) The rate of diffI‘Ision or effusion of a gas. is inversely proportional to the

' '

.
.

. 1 r d

. square root-of the density of the gas. rag—a or F2: d_:

(ii) The rate of diffusion or effusion of a gasi's inversely proportional to the
’

I

' ‘

1
'

I'1 M2
3 uare root of the molecularmasses of the as. ra— or—= —q 9 \[M r2 M

(15) Ideal gas:
That gas whiCh obeys gas laws like Boyle’s law, Charles’ 3 law and Avogadro'5 law

is called ideal gas. The ideal gas should obey the general gas equationI.e., PV= nRT
(16) isotherm:

A graph betweenpressureand volUme of the gas at constant temperature and the -

number of moles is called isotherm. It is a paraboliccurve. It is in the shape of a curve.
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(17) Joule-thomson effect:

.

- (Lahore 2011, Lahore 2012)
The phenomenon of the change of temperature when a gas expands adiabatically

from or region of high pressure to a region of low pressure
is called Joule-Thomson effect.

We can liquefy gas by this phenomenon.
(18) Liquefaction.

The process of conversion of a gaseous substance into the liquid state is called
liquefaction of the gas. There are various methods for this process.
(19)

.
Mean square velocity: 5 (Guj. 2014)
It is the average of the squares of all the possible velocities of gas molecules.

cf+c§+c:+...+c: ‘ ’

'

n

(20) - Mole fraction of gas: ~

. ItIs ratio of number of moles of a gas to the total number of moles of all the gases
in the mixture.

c:

X .
1. ”N2-

.

' N2
(In a")

"N2 + "02 7" nothers

(21) Non-ideal gas:
That gas which obeys the gas laws approximately Is called a non--ideal gas. The

general gas equation pV= nRTIs obeyed approximately.
(22) Partial pressure:

' The pressurewhich is exerted by an individual gas in a gaseous mixture is called
partial pressure of that gas.

PM; = XN'PI

(23) Permanentgases:
Those gases whichhave low critical temperature are called permanent gases

(24) Plasma state:
A fourth state of matter whichIs mostly consisted of gaseous charged particlesIs

, called plasma. 99% .of the universe is made up of charged particles scatteredIn the vacuum
‘ and'Is called plasma.
(25) Root mean Square velocity.

itIs a square root of mean square velocity of a gas.
. 3RT
Cans: M

_ ItIs directly proportional to the square root of absolute temperature and inversely
proportional to square root of molar mass of gas.

‘

(26) Second definition of Charles’5 law.

The volume of the given mass of a gas Increases or decreases by 575 of Its

volume at 0°C for every 1°C rise or fall of temperature at constant pressure. This

statement convinces us that at —273. 16°C, the volume of gases will be zero.
(27) Triple point:

The temperature where three states of a substance coexist is called the triple
point.
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Q.1.

Ans:

0.2

Ilmi Objective ChemistryPart-I

ANSWERS TO THE SHORT QUESTIONS

Boyle'3 Law
Why'Is the Boyle’ 5 law applicable only to the ideal gases?

(Fd. 2009, F. Abad 2012, Guj. 2013)
7

r+rnulfuwgunrdmdgTJ/uis'wu, -1

Boyle’3 lawIS applicable((tr/ii) to those gases which have no forces of attractions
among themolecules Such gases are ideal (dv) So Boyle’s lawIs applicable to
only ideal gases Its formulaiS PV= Kwhen n andT are constant
When a gas obeys the Boyle’ 5 law, the isotherms for the gas can be plotted.
HoW'Is it true? (Guj 2013)

3‘41?{hwébéviglsothermsLLJiJ-§.d/’(KdUVLUIG‘LJUJrJ.» -2

Ans:

0.3 f

Ans.

I'
0.4.

Ans:

' Q.5

isotherms are the graphs between pressure and volume at constant temperature
and number of moles. This condition'Is fulfilled by Boyle's law. The word isotherm

means “same temperature (ca!) ,3» UV)". They are curves. At higher
temperature the curves go away from the axis.
What are isotherms?What happens to the positiOns'of isotherms when they
are plotted at high temperature for a particulargas? j ‘ .(Lahore 2014)

t‘ét'yrtfl’waig Judi.Qty-Q.Igfuu'afliezmyvztwlngj/T -_3

isotherms are the graphs between pressure and volume, when temperature is

constant. These'graphs are plotted keeping in view the Boyle’s Law. There are
curves.

_

When the isotherms are plotted at higher temperatures, than they go away from

the axis (uJlefimaaxiS) The reason is that, the volumes of the gases increase
at high temperatures in this way the points in the graph paper go away from the
'aXlS.

The product of pressure and volume at constant temperature and number of
moles'Is a constant quantity. Why?
- (Multan Board 2004, Sarg. 2009, Fd.Abad 2009)

TU;4.1Lu’J’Jufl];fiyu/levu’liubhLu’r -4

When the temperature and number of moles of a gasare constant, then the
increase of pressure decreases the volume' in such a Way that PV remains

.

constant (PV—- K). By doubling (t/tfs) the pressure the volume becomes half. We

can say that,
PM= P2V2— P3V3, at constant temperature and number of moles.

Why do we get a straight line when pressures are plotted against"Inverse of
volumes? This straight line changesits positions'In the graph by varying the
temperature. Justifyit. . (B.Pur 2009, Guj. 2011, D.G. Khan 2014)
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VT = V0 1 +573 . Hence,"T =T2'—is. only obeyed, if temperature is substituted.

(016.5(5) in absolute scale it temp. T'Is in 00, then definition of Charles'5 law does
not hold

- 0.10 'What'Is absolute zero? What happens to real gases While approaching it?
(Lahore 2005, Multan 2005, Gujranwala--2006, F. Abad 2008, BR. 2008, Sarg. 2009, D. G. Khan 2012,

F. Abad 2013)

YarnW/utiwufigi/n/Jam’ww. (51:2..er/ul’wlfe/M‘71‘Lrnifi/Jufi’ -10

> Ans: It is the lowest possible temperature which would have been achieved
(IBLnJ’Ioi) if the substance remains in the gaseous state. All the real gases are ~

converted to liquids above this temperature. This —273.16°C iscalled zero
absolute 9’5””))or zero Kelvin.

0.11
I

A gas. occupies 100 dm3 at 283 K. (What Will be its volume at — 273°C at'
‘ constant pressure? (Lahore Board 2005)

vawquJw/273°c+cfifimn00/283 Kit/1.1
'

-11

Am? ' All the gases are converted into the liquid state before reaching — 273°C. it. means .

that the concerned (31:?) gas is liquid at — 273°C, so volume of this gas at —

. 273°C cannot be predicted(t/éfjfe). '

‘
0.12 ' Throw some light on thefactor 11273 in Charles’s law. (B. Pur 2012)

-dlfl? :14}1+3?Quid/ll; -12
1

.

'
.

'

2Arts. Factor of 2—75 is very important in Charles's law. The volume of given mass of the

.
' 1

. . . .

gas Increases or decreases by 57—5 of Its volume at 0°C. Followmg equation helps

us to calculate the volume of gas at any temperature.
T

.‘ VT:VO(1+273) .

0.13 “Justify that the volume of given mass of a gas becomes theoretically zero at
-273°C.

(Model Paper-2006-,07 pr. 2007, sarg 2008, pr. 2009, Guj. 2010, B. Pur 2012, Lahore 2014)
' raacwg/q—zrsrtccxcflflgyeI; Jog/17.967 -13

Ansz. According to Charles’s law, the volume of a given mass of the gas at 0°C
increases or decreases by 1/273 of its original volume, when the temperature is

. - increased or decreased by 1°C. ln VT- Vo (1 + '2—73)

_
- 273

- when, T = ~273 °C, V_273°C =. Vo(1 -fi) = 0

Q14 How do you explain that ~273°C is theoretical temperature and is not
‘ attainable? (M.. Pur 2012)

-ngfld‘uffgalilg»$914273°Cf£qfqlfajfg .14
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'Dalton's Law‘of Partial Pressures-
021, Why pilots feel uncomfortable breathing at high altitude and divers cannot
. , . use normal air? >

. (Sarg. 2010, Sarg. 2011, Guj 2012, no. Khan 2014)

3'2..ng (J21;PrfilxrbzfiiJlldjl;)‘fi‘fbarmaiuu‘lgin 21 -21

Ans: t is due to low partial pressure (flH’3591L532)of 02 in the upper atmosphere. The
' pressure inside the lungs is greater than the partial pressure of 02 in the air.

The pilots feel suffocation all attitudes.
_

6

At the depth of water the pressure is high so the partial pressure of 02' increases
below water. The % of 02 in diver’s tank shouldbe less than normal.

Q.22 State Dalton'5 law of partial pressures. Give its expression.
(Gujranwala Board 2005, Lahore 2009, Faisalabad2011, Guj. 2011, M.Pur 2012, 8. Fur 2014

Sarg. 2014, Lahore 2014)

41;..quJluld/Qua/5'b’itwiiw’u -22
I

Ans: The total pressirre exerted by the mixture of gases is equal to the sum of individual
- partial pressures at a given temperature. Let there be a mixture of three gasesP- PH2 + P02 + PCH4

_R__T
P = n,---V where n = nH2+n02+nCH4

The formula for partial pressure of any gas is p2: PX- whenPIs total pressure and

XIIs mole fraction of that gas
Q.23'

'

How do you say that the pressure of the dry gas is equal to the difference of
' total pressure and aqueous tension of H20?

(Multan 2011, Guj2012, Sarg. 2014, Lahore 2014)
9405115}UVbK5L)£vl5lf¢Cle:l5’L)Ji5L){Mfsfifz'tflré/yvl ~23

Ans: Some gasespreparedIn the laboratoryareto be collected over water (wdrt/fi416').
. 80, water vapour join the gas In order to get the pressure of the pure gas, we have to

subtract (UK) the vapour pressure of water (aqueous tension) from the total pressure.Pf
Pgas + aqueous tension

Pgas Pr— aqueous tension

Graham's Law of Diffirsio’n
Q.24 Lighter gases diffuse more rapidly than heavier gases. Give reason.
_.(pr 2005,pr 2007, F. Abad 2007, Guj. 2008, Sargodha 2008, Guj. 2009, Bahawalpur2011, R. Pindi

2012, D G. Khan 2012, D.G. Khan 2013)

. .

- ~Ufl2ea~wéfifi7¢di06.105151ou0‘ -24

Ans: At a given temperature the average K.E. of different gas molecules are same. Since
their masses are different, so their velocities will also be different. The lighter molecules
will have greatervelocities and so they will diffuse rapidly (Jig/5y”L695).

. .
r1 M2

The equatIon Is
r2._ M,’

ll
ll
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NHa and 802 have attractive forces even at room temperature..ln order to quuefy
them their temperature may be above the room temperature.

0.30 In Joule-Thomson effect sudden expansion of the gas molecules needs
energy. Why?

(Faisalabad 2010,Lahore 2010, Lahore 2011, Lahore 2012, Guy 2012D.G. Khan 2013, Sarg. 2014, Guj. 2014)

, rgémb’uug’J/‘I,yam}!.11.erJL/Iétr‘ lid! -30

_

Ans: In the compressed state (u: :Jladrdb), thereare suffiCient(J0) attractive forces
among the molecules of the gas. During sudden expansion (1% .1th) the energy
is required to overcome the intermolecular attractions. Moreover the molecules
need extra energy to run away in vacuum (Lisa/'Iiiafwwu‘uv).

0.31 Joule-Thomson effect'Is operative in the Linde’ 5 method of liquefaction of
‘air. How? (Lahore 2007, Faisalabad2010, Lahore 2010, Gui 2012, 0.6. Khan 2013)

$4.9JJJIKZLU/U'dfic—LbzéLJ/Urféfifl -31
Ans: In Linde‘s method the gas is compressed to 200 atmospheric pressure. These

compressed gases are suddenly (Jig) allowed to expand through a nozzle. This
sudden expansion of the gas and the consequent (ALI?) cooling is called Joule-
Thomson effect and this effect is operative((LU/J (K) in Linde’s method of

liquefaction. .

Non-ideal Behaviour of Gases -

0.32 Why the gases deviate from ideal behaviour at high pressure and low
temperature?

(D.G. Khan-2006, Multan 2007. BPur 2009, Faisalabad2010, Sargodha 2010, Gui. 2010, FaiSalabad 2011,
- Multan 2012, D. G. Khan 2012, F. Abad, 2012, B. Pure 2013, D'..G Khan 2013, Sarg. 2014,

B. Pur 2014, Multan 2014)

.
Twugif’TUth/leieJJflfl/IMLJ ~32

.

‘

Ans: When the temperature of the gases are low, the attractive forces become dominant
(J0) so gases don't obey the gas laws. When the pressure of the gases are high,
collisions (pig?!) become more frequent and force of attraction are created
Moreover, the actual volume of the gas molecules are no more negligible as

, ,_

' comparedto the volume of the vessels. '

0.33 Water Vapours do not behave ideally at 273 KWhy? (Lahore 2012Gu). 204‘ Guj. 2014)

maria/fwd’ufi)51/273Kama; -33
Ans:> When water vapours are present at 273 K (0 0°), there are 5:. .*‘ricient

3forces
of

attractions among its molecules at 0°C (freezing point of water‘. Due to this reason
water vapours behave non-ideally at 273 K.

1 (2.34 Give twocauses for deviation of gases from ideality?
(Lahore Board 2004, F. Abad, Lahore 2009, Guj. 2009, Sang. 2011, Bahaiuzbur 2011, Lahore 2012, DG. Khan 2013)

YwB/UJJV’GJJLU“?Tu’fftfnutzw -34
' Ans: The causes are due to two faulty assumptions( .flaw” )

(i) Actual volume of the gas moleculesIs negligible as compared to the volume
of vessel

(it) There are no forces of attraction among the molecules of gases.
These hm..postulates (i:/’) are correct when the temperature is high or

. pressure is low.
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Ans:

0.36

Ans:

Q.37

Ans:

- Q38

Ans:

0.39

Ans”:

0.40
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$02 is comparativelynon-idealat 273 K but behaves ideally at 327 K. Why?
(Rawalpindi 2007, Multan 2007, Multan 2008, pr. 2008, Lahore2011, pr. 2013 Lahore2013, F. Abad 2014)

You!+0311;Tut-uueészr K1273 lefso2 -35
802 gas is close to its boiling point at 273 K. 30, at 273 K, attractive forces are
dominating and make the gas non-ideal. But when the temperature of the gas is
327 K, then forces of attractions are less dominant (wduf and gas behaves
ideally.

, ,
Van derWaal's Equation .

How the behaviour of real gases is given by van derWaal’ 5 equation?
raalzfvfkéurrw“’Tubtdfifl)di-bL)Jf¢l:I/Jdlufil1 -36

The constant a' and ‘b' called van der Waal's constants give the quantitative
. measurements of attractive forces and sizes of the gas molecules

(mat;Wm» gift/Lynn»?JJ'fupwijratb’ata').)These parameters are
very important for the real gases (waif).
Why the pressure correctionIs done by van derWaal?

310026117ut/létffdluil: -37
The pressure is exerted due to collisions on the walls of vessel. Attractive forces
decrease the intensity of collisions (a)? Junta?) So the observed pressure on

- the Wells is less than theideal pressure. Lessened pressure (spuéyf) is added in

observed pressure to get ideal pressure. (pr-2007, Multan 2009)
Why the volume correction'Is done by van derWalt? '

Maxi/JVuic/lé: Ju/Jmfcu -38
‘ The molecules of a gas do occupy certain volume, whichIs not available (:1/5) to
the gas molecules'In the vesSel. Thisis called excluded volume (YdeJdfiva’lai)
and should be subtracted from the volume of vessel to get the free volume

available to gas moelcules
Vlree— -Vvessl "‘ b

Why the excluded volume (b)'re more than molar volume (Vm) of the gas?
S'q.3:ru[utjc. (Vm)le:/r (b).xl2i3xd/J’ -39

Excluded volume"b is the volume of one mole of the real gas in the highly

compressed state (digits-J$541.41.). But molar volume (Vm)'Is that volume when
the same gas is liquefied and molecules are touching each other every moment.
So

.

- b = 4 Vm

‘Why, some amount of pressure should be added in the measured pressure
of the non-ideal gas to get the ideal pressure of gas?

‘mugge-¢;.4.;t?g,;.4£,aALL/werg4getwgw.’ .40
Ans: The forces of attractions hinder (My) the molecules to collide the walls of the

vessel, with that force which should have been in the absence of attractive forces.
lt_means that certain amount of pressure should be added in the measured
pressure to get the ideal pressure.
80 P, = P+_P’
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0.45

'2

(density)2 cc 3;
,

2
'

2

3°”'P'I°C% or. P"a%,
Plasma State

What are characteristics of plasma?
(Sarg 2008, Multan 2008, B.P. 2008, B.pur 2009, Lahore 2011, Multan 2012, M. Pur 2012, F. Abad 2012,

Ans:

‘ 0.46

Ans:

D.G. Khan 2013, B. Pur2014,D.G. Khan 2014, pr. 2014, F. Abad 2014. Multan 2014)

-JLEQLVJAJQ -45

The motions of particles in the plasma generate electrical currents from within
plasma density. In this way the plasma is a Unique (77 JD Lil) fascinating
(JIILIZ) and complex state of matter. The plasma is neutral overall.
Where is plasma found?
(Sarg 2003, SP. 2008, B.Pur 2009, Guj. 2009, Mtn. 2009, Multan 2011, F. Abad 2012,
B. Pur 2014, 0.6. Khan 2014, F. Abad 2014, Multan 2014)

rgcliucfsng -46

ItIs the most abundant form of matterIn the universe. itIs stuff (unach- ) of
' stars Our sun is 1.5 million km ball of plasma. On earth, it occurs in flames

.Q.47
auroras (011,111?!) and fluorescent (din—5’) tubes
.What are application of plasma?

(pr. 2008, Sargodha 2008, Lahore 2011,pr. 2011, B.Pur 2012, D. G. Khan 2012,pr 2012,
F. Abad 2012, GD) 2012 B. Pure 2013, Lahore 2013, D..G Khan 2013, B. Pur2014,

Lahore 2014, D..G Khan2014,Guj. 2014, Sahiwal2014)

dirtfwsuwécng -47

(I) Glowmg plasma made the bulb (II) Neon signs(an)”ALvl/lw’ligurla.Iz‘)
(iii) Processing of semiconductors (U/rK/QJlIJJJLZinIwe)
(iv) Stertlization of medical products.


